A linearized form of Zoeppritz equations combined with the convolution model is widely used in inversion of amplitude variation with offset (AVO) seismic data. This is shown to introduce a "modeling error," compared with using the full Zoeppritz equations, whose magnitude depends on the degree of subsurface heterogeneity. Then, we evaluate a methodology for quantifying this modeling error through a probability distribution. First, a sample of the unknown probability density describing the modeling error is generated. Then, we determine how this sample can be described by a correlated Gaussian probability distribution. Finally, we develop how such modeling errors affect the linearized AVO inversion results. If not accounted for (which is most often the case), the modeling errors can introduce significant artifacts in the inversion results, if the signal-to-noise ratio is less than 2, as is the case for most AVO data obtained today. However, if accounted for, such artifacts can be avoided. The methodology can easily be adapted and applied to most linear AVO inversion methods, by allowing the use of the inferred modeling error as a correlated Gaussian noise model.
INTRODUCTION
Amplitude variation with offset (AVO) reflection seismic data, and the corresponding amplitude variation with angle (AVA), can be used to analyze how the reflected energy from a layer boundary depends on the offset between a source and a receiver (or the angle of incidence ϕ at the boundary) and the elastic properties around a specific layer boundary (Castagna and Backus, 1993) . AVO analysis has been successfully used to identify possible hydrocarbon reservoirs directly from seismic data (Castagna and Backus, 1993; Castagna et al., 1998) . Inversion of NMO corrected prestack seismic data (AVO data) has also been widely used to infer information about the elastic parameters in a deterministic (e.g., Cooke and Schneider, 1983) and a probabilistic framework (e.g., Buland and Omre, 2003) .
AVO data are always associated with uncertainty, which can be classified into "measurement uncertainty" and modeling error. The term modeling error (sometimes also referred to as "modelization error" or "theoretical error") is, in this paper, referring to the use of an inexact theory in the modeling (prediction) of the result of measurements as opposed to errors arising from inaccurate measurements due to, e.g., instrument errors (Tarantola and Valette, 1982b; Sen and Stoffa, 1996; Downton, 2005; Tarantola, 2005) .
An abundance of work exists that acknowledges modeling errors related to AVO modeling (Gerstoft and Mecklenbräuker, 1998; Buland and Omre, 2003; Riedel et al., 2003; Dosso and Holland, 2006; Chen et al., 2007; Rabben et al., 2008; Bosch et al., 2010; Aune et al., 2013) .
A widely considered modeling error with respect to AVO data is related to the use of approximations to the Zoeppritz (1919) equations, which allow the AVO/AVA response at a plane-layer interface to be computed analytically. These approximations are typically based on the small-contrast approximation given by Aki and Richards (1980) and are further developed by, e.g., Shuey (1985) and Castagna and Backus (1993) . These approximations are used for AVO analysis and inversion.
Most approximations of the Zoeppritz equations are assumed to be valid (implying insignificant modeling errors) for incidence angles θ < 30° (Shuey, 1985; Castagna and Backus, 1993; Buland and Omre, 2003; Mavko et al., 2009 ). If the variations in the elastic properties are assumed to be very smooth, implying small contrasts, the approximation may be valid for incidence angles θ > 30°. Furthermore, by using the average angle between the incidence and transmitted angle, the modeling error can be decreased in general (Downton and Ursenbach, 2006) .
Even for small incidence angles (less than 30°), systematic errors have been shown to arise in linearized AVO inversion due to the modeling error of applying a linear operator as a forward model (Downton, 2005; Rabben et al., 2008) . The problem is most severe using two-term approximations (Downton, 2005) . In this case, significant systematic errors for the gradient estimate can be detected. Further, linear approximations tend to produce false predictions, or artifacts in noncontinuous and nonsmooth subsurface models (Stolt and Weglein, 1985) .
Thus, modeling errors related to using approximations to the Zoeppritz equations have been widely considered. Yet, little work has been done to quantify this modeling error and to account for this modeling error as part of inverting AVO data.
Here, we develop the approach proposed by Hansen et al. (2014) to simulate, model, and account for modeling errors in relation to AVO modeling. Specifically, and as a first example, the widely used small-contrast approximation of the Zoeppritz equations will be investigated.
We expect such modeling errors to represent a lower limit of the full set of modeling errors inherent in AVO data. A variety of sources for modeling errors exist in seismic data, such as using a 1D convolutional model to reflect a 3D physical system, the use of the acoustic-wave equation as opposed to the anisotropic visco-elastic wave equation, imperfections in data processing, general anisotropy considerations, the effects of processing the raw data, the coupling of data to physics within the forward model, uncertain wavelet estimates, and uncertainty on the low-frequency model. (see also Ball et al., 2015; Li et al., 2015; Thore, 2015) . For example, we expect higher magnitude modeling errors related to using the Zoeppritz equations as opposed to using the full wave equation. However, as shown in this paper, even disregarding this lower limit of modeling errors can potentially lead to significant biases when such AVO data are inverted without accounting for modeling errors.
First, we introduce the approximate forward model and describe the modeling error associated with it. This is followed by a discussion on how to estimate and quantify this error. This is done in a probabilistic framework. First, a set of realizations representing a sample of a (unknown) probability distribution describing the modeling error is generated. Then, it is demonstrated that this sample can be reasonably described by a multivariate Gaussian probability density. Finally, we investigate the possibility of accounting for (and ignoring) the forward modeling error during probabilistic linear inversion of seismic AVO data (as in Buland and Omre, 2003) , considering different levels of measurement uncertainty.
LINEARIZED AVO FORWARD MODELING
In the following, we will be using the term AVO as synonymous with AVA. Perhaps, the most correct approach to solve the AVO forward problem (i.e., simulating an AVA gather) is to use some form of full-waveform modeling to simulate shot gathers, followed by a NMO correction and sorting according to angle of incidence ϕ, to obtain a set of AVA gathers. It is however computationally demanding, and especially if used as part of an inverse problem, it becomes impractical (Virieux and Operto, 2009) . It is also argued that in real-world cases, processing the raw seismic data such that it enables the use of a simpler forward problem is often advantageous (Claerbout et al., 2004) . AVO data are, for example, processed such that each data point can be associated with the reflection at a specific point in the subsurface. The Zoeppritz equations allow an analytical relation between the amplitude of reflections and elastic parameters around an interface in the subsurface. In practice, a widely used forward model to simulate AVO data is a combination of a linearized approximation to Zoeppritz equations combined with the convolution model.
The success of the simpler approximations can be attributed to their ease of evaluation and interpretation (Castagna and Backus, 1993; Mavko et al., 2009) , and their ability to linearize the AVO inverse problem (Buland and Omre, 2003) .
1D linearized AVO forward modeling
The Zoeppritz (1919) equations describe the full set of angledependent reflectivities at a plane interface between two media with different elastic properties for a plane wave.
The Aki and Richards forward model Aki and Richards (1980) propose a small-contrast approximation to Zoeppritz equations, in which the reflection coefficient, as a function of incidence angle ϕ can be computed from the elastic parameters above and below the interface using
where the coefficients are given by
where v P , v S , and ρ represent the average P-wave, S-wave, and density over the interface, whereas Δv P , Δv P , and Δρ represent elastic contrasts over the interface. Equation 1 is valid for a small percentile change in elastic properties, i.e., for a small contrast between layers.
The assumption of small contrasts is linked to the relative change in contrasts Δv P ∕v P , Δv S ∕v S , and Δρ∕ρ. We will refer to this choice of AVO forward model of reflectivities as the "Aki and Richards forward model."
Note that equation 1 is a better approximation if the average angle at the interface is used, as opposed to the incidence angle (Downton and Ursenbach, 2006) .
The Buland and Omre forward model Buland and Omre (2003) adapt the following forward approximation proposed by Stolt and Weglein (1985) , which expands the Aki and Richards approximation, in which reflection coefficients are now also time dependent:
The difference terms in equation 1 are in equation 5 substituted with the partial derivative of the logarithmic value of each material parameter, e.g., ∂∕∂t ln v P ðtÞ replaces Δv P ∕v P . This substitution is valid only for small contrasts in the elastic parameters.
The time dependency in the coefficients a v P ðt; ϕÞ, a v S ðt; ϕÞ, and a ρ ðt; ϕÞ is a generalization of the Aki and Richards coefficients (equations 2-4) with the time-dependent averages v P , v S , and ρ. To solve this equation, it is here assumed that these averages are described by a known background model.
This allows a linear relation between the derivative of the model parameters (the logarithm of the elastic parameters) and the reflection coefficients
where A is the linear operator composed of the coefficients a v P ðt; ϕÞ, a v S ðt; ϕÞ, and a ρ ðt; ϕÞ from equation 5 and D is the derivative matrix. We will refer to this choice of AVO forward model for reflectivities as the "Buland and Omre forward model."
The linear convolution model
A seismic trace is obtained using the convolution model:
where SðtÞ is the seismic trace, RðtÞ is the reflectivity series (earth response), such as given in for example equations 1 and 5, and WðtÞ is the wavelet (source-time function), where t s is the duration of the source input. Evaluating the AVO forward problem using the Zoeppritz equations (to obtain a seismic trace S zoep ðtÞÞ thus amounts to first computing the reflection coefficients using the Zoeppritz equations, followed by a convolution with a wavelet. This is a nonlinear process.
By applying the convolution model for several angles of incidence, each with a possibly unique wavelet, a linear relationship between AVO seismic data and the elastic model parameters using equation 6 is written as
where W is a convolution matrix containing the wavelet. Buland and Omre (2003) introduce a Bayesian linearized AVO inversion technique by adapting the linear relation in equation 8 when the wavelet is known. This relation is considered the "full Buland and Omre AVO forward model" and allows a full description between model parameters and AVA data using a linear theory.
Calculating the forward modeling error
For one specific 1D elastic model, the modeling error S error (related to a specific elastic model) is calculated as the difference (residual) between the seismic signal from the full Zoeppritz equations S zoep ðtÞ and the seismic signal from the approximate forward model S app ðtÞ:
S error ðtÞ ¼ S zoep ðtÞ − S app ðtÞ;
(9)
where R zoep ðtÞ is the reflectivity series calculated with the Zoeppritz equations and R app ðtÞ is the one calculated with an approximate forward model (equation 1 or 6). For a single realization from a Gaussian probability density identical to "well B" in Buland and Omre (2003) , the AVO forward response calculated using Zoeppritz equation and the Buland and Omre forward model are shown alongside the modeling error (equation 9) in Figure 1 . The modeling error is increasing with angle of incidence. Figure 1 . AVO (AVA) data obtained using the full Zoeppritz and the Buland and Omre forward model for a realization from a Gaussian probability density (the small reflectivity model) identical to that of Buland and Omre (2003) . On the right, the corresponding forward modeling error is shown. The elastic model used to generate these forward responses is shown in Figure 2 . Hansen et al. (2014) demonstrate how to quantify the modeling error probabilistically through a probability density, θðdjmÞ. The main idea is to generate a large sample of an assumed (unknown) probability density reflecting the modeling error. To do this, a source of the modeling error has to be identified, and quantified probabilistically, such that realizations of the probability density describing the source of the modeling error are generated. An algorithm that can sample the probability density will suffice, and the actual probability density itself need not be known. The source of the modeling error can for example be subsurface variability and uncertainty related to the wavelet.
QUANTIFYING THE FORWARD-MODELING ERROR
In some cases, the obtained sample of the modeling error can be described by a Gaussian probability, in which case, a full description of a Gaussian modeling error can be estimated from the sample of the modeling error as a mean and a covariance (Hansen et al., 2014) . If the Gaussian model is adopted, then it can account for the Gaussian modeling error in a linear inverse Gaussian problem, such as the one considered by Buland and Omre (2003) , by addition of the mean and the covariance of the measurement uncertainty and the modeling error (for details, see Mosegaard and Tarantola, 1995; Tarantola, 2005) .
Forward-modeling error
As an example, we consider two different types of geostatistical subsurface models to illustrate how to sample and quantify the associated modeling error. These two models, a small-contrast and a large-contrast model, respectively, represent extreme cases of subsurface variability. Figure 2 shows a realization from both models. Arbitrarily large amounts of realizations of these geostatistical models are generated that all respect the assumed statistical properties.
The "small-contrast" model is identical to the one presented by Buland and Omre (2003) , and it is defined as a Guassian probability density. The correlation between the elastic parameters is 0.7. The choice of a Gaussian-type covariance model results in smooth models, in which the contrasts in elastic parameters at an interface are relatively small. The small-contrast prior model can therefore be regarded as a "best-case" scenario for the forward approximations based on the small-contrast approximation.
The other extreme is a "large-contrast" prior model, in which contrasts in the elastic parameters are high. The model is based on a truncated plurigaussian prior distribution that allows simulation of complex arrangements of lithofacies (Armstrong et al., 2011) . As seen in the lower plot in Figure 2 , a set of four unique discrete layers are simulated with rapid shifts in lithofacies. The elastic parameters of the large-contrast prior emulate a simplified model of what is found in North Sea green-sand environments (Svendsen et al., 2012) . The large-contrast prior model may represent a "worst-case" scenario for the use of the small-contrast approximation. In a real geologic setting, the elastic parameters of the subsurface are expected to be somewhere in between these two extremes.
The convolution model requires the wavelet to be known. Wavelet estimation is an inverse problem in itself. Here, it is assumed that the wavelet is known and is a Ricker wavelet with linearly decreasing center frequency from 50 Hz at zero offset to 25 Hz at the largest incidence angle (ϕ ¼ 50°). The interval between each trace is Δϕ ¼ 5°. This yields 11 traces. For 100 time samples, the data (d AVO ) are of size N d ¼ 1100.
An example of synthetic data calculated using the small-contrast prior is shown in Figure 1 . In total, 100 time samples times the three elastic parameters gives N m ¼ 300 model parameters
Using one realization from either model, one realization of the modeling error d e ¼ ½S error;ϕ¼0 ; S error;ϕ¼5 ; : : : ; S error;ϕ¼50 is calculated using equation 9. One thousand of these modeling error realizations are computed, which represent a sample of the (unknown) probability distribution describing the modeling error. The average standard deviation of this sample at different incidence angles is calculated for the Buland and Omre forward (equation 8) and the Aki and Richards forward (equation 1 plus 7), and it is shown in Figure 3 . For the Aki and Richards forward, the average angle ϕ avg between the incidence angle and the transmitted angle is used instead of the incidence angle, as described by Downton and Ursenbach (2006) . For the Buland and Omre forward, results are shown using the incidence angle and the average angle.
The average standard deviation introduces a way to measure the amplitude of the modeling error at different incidence angles. For a relative measure on the severity of the modeling error, we compare with the magnitude of the data signal. The data signal is obtained as the average standard deviation of a sample of 1000 forward realizations using the Zoeppritz equations (i.e., to obtain the average standard deviation of the signal, not the error). Comparing this signal (black line) with the modeling error of each approximation (dashed, dotted, and light-gray line) in Figure 3 , a visual signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) is obtained.
Both forward approximations show increasing amplitude of the modeling error with the increasing angle of incidence, in agreement with Figure 1 . For the small-contrast model (the uppermost plot), the modeling error of the Buland and Omre forward model (the dotted and dashed lines) is higher than the Aki and Richards forward model (the light gray line) for all incidence angles. This is due to the necessary additional small-contrast assumption (logarithmic approximation) in the Buland and Omre forward model. Especially, for angles of incidence ϕ > 35°, the S/N becomes low for the Buland and Omre forward model because the average modeling error rises. Meanwhile, the average S/N is relatively high for the Aki and Richards forward model due to a generally low modeling error.
Similar trends are visible for the large-contrast model (the lowermost plot). However, the S/N is considerably lower and more significant for both forward models. This is because both forward models rely on the assumption of small contrasts in the elastic parameters, which is not provided by the large-contrast prior model. The S/N is still high for both models for lower angles of incidence (ϕ < 20°). At larger angles of incidence, the S/N becomes considerably lower for both forward models. This culminates in an S∕N ¼ 1 for the Buland and Omre forward model with incidence angle (dotted line) for angles of incidence ϕ > 40°. This implies that the average modeling error has the same amplitude as the seismic signal for these wide incidence angles. Interestingly, the average modeling error is actually higher for the forward using an average angle (the dashed and light gray lines) for angles of incidence between 10°< ϕ < 35°. A possible explanation for this curiosity is that a phase component arises in the solution when using the average angle in the forward models for large contrasts in the elastic parameters. To remedy this, we use the magnitude of the reflection coefficient's real and complex part as suggested by Lay and Wallace (1995) .
In general, the most erroneous of the two approximations is the Buland and Omre forward model when using the incidence angle (the dotted line). However, because the Buland and Omre forward allows a linear relationship between AVO seismic data and the elastic model parameters (equation 8), consequently allowing a Bayesian linearized AVO inversion; we will be using this forward model in the following calculations.
The results also indicate that using the average angle, instead of the incidence angle, reduces the modeling error substantially, as suggested by Downton and Ursenbach (2006) . But, as will be discussed later, the average angle is typically not known when performing linearized AVO inversion because the elastic parameters that are needed to compute the transmission angle are not known prior to inversion. Further, if an elastic a priori model is assumed, it is most often assumed to be smoothly varying, such that there will be little difference between the angle of incidence and the average angle.
A Gaussian model of the forward-modeling error
Assuming that the modeling error is Gaussian, a Gaussian model in the form of a mean and a covariance N ðd Tapp ; C Tapp Þ describing the forward-modeling error θðdjmÞ ∼ N ðd Tapp ; C Tapp Þ can be constructed from a large sample of modeling error realizations, as proposed by Hansen et al. (2014) (see Appendix A). The estimated covariance matrix C Tapp of the modeling error using the Buland and Omre forward approximation is depicted in Figure 4 for the two prior models. Both covariance matrices show a heavily banded Figure 3 . Average standard deviation of the modeling error applying the Aki and Richards approximation using the average angle (the light gray line), and the Buland and Omre approximation using the average and the incidence angle (dashed and dotted line) plotted against the incidence angle. The lines represent the average of 1000 realizations of the modeling error. Also plotted is the forward response from 1000 subsurface realizations using the Zoeppritz equations (the black line) as the signal. Results are shown for (a) the small-contrast model and (b) the large-contrast model. structure, which indicates a high degree of correlated modeling error. The bands are especially distinguishable at intervals of 100 data points, indicating the correlation between the same time samples at different incidence angles. The covariance matrix also shows that adjacent time samples are correlated within these bands. The amplitude of the modeling error increases along the diagonal, i.e., with an increasing angle of incidence, as is also shown in Figure 3 .
In addition to the estimated Gaussian model N ðd Tapp ; C Tapp Þ, we also examine a Gaussian model that contains only the uncorrelated part of the estimated covariance matrix. This is done to assess the importance of the apparent correlation of the modeling error and to evaluate the common practice, as mentioned earlier, of describing the overall data uncertainty with an uncorrelated Gaussian model with a known variance. The full estimated Guassian model (using equations A-3 and A-4) containing the correlated and uncorrelated parts will henceforth be known as C Tapp1 , and the model containing only the uncorrelated part will be known as C Tapp2 . However, the question now remains: Is the Gaussian model assumption for the modeling error reasonable? This is investigated further in the following by assessing the Gaussian assumption qualitatively and quantitatively.
Qualitative assessment -Visual comparison
A qualitative assessment of the validity of the Gaussian model assumption θðdjmÞ ∼ N ðd Tapp ; C Tapp Þ is obtained by visually comparing realizations of the observed (actual) modeling error (obtained using equation 10), with realizations of the Gaussian model describing the modeling error, which should show similar characteristics. Three realizations from C Tapp1 and C Tapp2 are simulated and plotted in Figure 5 alongside the observed modeling error. Realizations are shown for the small-contrast and large-contrast prior model.
Realizations from C Tapp1 generally show the same characteristics as the observed modeling error for both prior cases. Visually, it seems that the amplitudes and patterns are alike for corresponding incidence angles of the observed and simulated realizations. The main variability of the modeling error seems to be imitated and it is very hard, if not impossible, to distinguish between the observed modeling error and the realizations of C Tapp1 . This suggests qualitatively that the choice of a Gaussian model to represent the modeling error is valid. On the contrary, the realizations from C Tapp2 are not able to reproduce the pattern of the observed modeling error for either prior model. The amplitudes are similar to the observed modeling error, but the white noise is a poor imitation of the overall characteristics.
In summary, a qualitative assessment of the modeling errors through visual comparison shows that the distribution and frequency content of the observed modeling error is fairly well-represented by the estimated N ðd Tapp1 ; C Tapp1 Þ. A quantitative assessment revealed that the correlated Gaussian model cannot completely describe the observed modeling error, but that it is a much better representation than a simple uncorrelated Gaussian model (see Appendix B). The tails of the observed modeling error d e;obs in the 1D marginal distribution could potentially be fitted better with a distribution capable of producing outliers more regularly (Cauchy distribution, Voigt profile, etc.). Whether the Gaussian description of the modeling error is "good enough" will ultimately be determined by what it will be used for, as, for example, solving the inverse AVO problem.
FORWARD-MODELING ERROR IN BAYESIAN LINEARIZED AVO INVERSION
The linear relation in equation 8 allows formulating a linear inverse problem, in which the elastic parameters are estimated directly from AVO data. Buland and Omre (2003) solve this inverse problem in a probabilistic framework following Tarantola and Valette (1982a) . Here, the noise on the AVO data is assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution with a mean of zero and a covariance matrix of C D (ε ∼ N ð0; C D Þ). The prior information on the logarithm of 
and covarianceC
where d obs is the observed data. The least-squares solution described in equations 11 and 12 allows taking the modeling errors into account quite easily, as long as the modeling error can be described by a Gaussian probability density (Mosegaard and Tarantola, 2002; Tarantola, 2005) . In that case, the mean (here zero) and covariance describing the measurement and modeling error combine through addition of the mean and covariances as Figure 5 . Observed modeling error (left column) plotted against three realizations from a Gaussian random field described by the estimated covariance matrices C Tapp1 and C Tapp2 . The scaling is the same for all realizations.
Estimate and account for modeling error
where C d is the covariance matrix describing the measurement errors. In our case, we let the measurement error be represented by uncorrelated noise; i.e., C d is the variance along the diagonal. As demonstrated previously, the linear Buland and Omre forward model is improved using the average angle as opposed to the incidence angle because the forward model is implicitly based on the average angle. AVO angle stacks can, in principle, be processed to reflect the average and incidence angles. But, as the offset-to-angle conversion is based on a typically smooth velocity field (in the present case, a constant field), a typical AVO angle gather will represent an approximation to either the actual incidence or the average angle. Therefore, we will in the remainder of the paper in reference to the linearized inverse problem, refer to an reflection angle. Through a numerical example, the effect of accounting for and discarding the modeling error will now be considered.
Bayesian linearized AVO inversion -Numerical example
The prior realizations in Figure 2 are used as two reference models m ref . A set of synthetic data is calculated using the Zoeppritz equations for 11 reflection angles (identical to Figure 1 ). Uncorrelated noise ε ∼ N ð0; C D Þ with S∕N ¼ 5 between the standard deviation of the forward response and the standard deviation of the noise is added to the data to obtain the "observed" data d obs .
The small-contrast model presents an ideal case for linearized AVO inversion because the variations in the elastic parameters are smooth (Gaussian), and it is known to be a realization of a Gaussian probability density with known mean and covariance, N ðμ M ; C M Þ. The a priori model is thus known. Because the exact noise model is also known, N ð0; C D Þ, the only unknown factor in the linearized AVO inversion method for the smooth prior is the effect of the modeling error.
The large-contrast model cannot be described fully by a Guassian model, which prohibits assessing the effect of the forward-modeling error in the linearized inversion directly. However, for comparison, a Gaussian prior model has been inferred that best matches the reference model using traditional semivariogram analysis. An exponential type of Gaussian distribution with 0.5 correlation coefficient between the elastic parameters and a range of 12 ms was found. The estimated variances for the elastic parameters are σ 2 v P ¼ 0.01, σ 2 v S ¼ 0.05, and σ 2 ρ ¼ 0.002, respectively. In a real-world setting, a Gaussian model may also not be the obvious choice to describe the prior model, but the Gaussian prior model assumption is needed to make use of equations 11 and 12. Recently, Grana et al. (2017) propose a method that allows using Gaussian prior models with a non-Gaussian 1D marginal distribution. Sabeti et al. (2017) perform direct sequential simulation to allow using non-Gaussian 1D distributions. These methods may allow a better prior model describing models, such as the large-contrast model. Figure 6 displays the results from the Bayesian linearized AVO inversion on d obs from the small-contrast realization. Initially (the top figure) , the modeling error is disregarded during inversion, i.e., C D ¼ C d in equations 11 and 12. This result in some features that seem to be well-resolved but that lie well beyond the 95% confi-dence interval and represent modeling errors being fitted as data. This bias happens especially where the contrasts in model parameters are fairly high, for instance, at approximately 2150-2220 ms.
SMALL-CONTRAST MODEL
The poorest performance is the posterior distribution of the density ρ, where serious bias effects are recognized for large parts of the posterior mean prediction compared with the reference model. This is a worrisome example of an apparently well-resolved feature, which is actually noise (modeling error) being fitted as data. Because the modeling error is increasing for far reflection angles, which are important for the density estimate, this could explain this bias. The P-wave velocity v P and the velocity ratio v P ∕v S are a bit better resolved, however still showing the noise being fitted as wellresolved features. The acoustic impedance and S-wave velocity are relatively well-resolved, but the reference model is still not fully captured by the uncertainty bands (confidence intervals). In fact, if the 95% confidence intervals were to be an accurate depiction of the uncertainty, one would expect the reference model to be contained within these uncertainty bands at approximately 95% of the samples, which is not the case. This makes the reference model a highly improbable realization of the posterior distribution obtained. Thus, if not accounted for, the modeling error related to the use of the linear Buland and Omre forward is able to create significant biases in inversion results for S∕N ¼ 5. The lower plots in Figure 6 show the corresponding inversion results accounting for the modeling error using equation 13 and the inferred covariance matrix C Tapp1 shown in Figure 4 . The reference model generally lies within the 95% confidence interval. No artifacts are visibly present in the inversion results, and the modeling error seems to be properly accounted for. This is true even at approximately 2160-2180 ms, where the previous nonaccounting posterior prediction failed to resolve the reference model.
By calculating the root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) between the predicted values and the reference model, we can quantify how well each inversion scheme is predicting the reference model:
where m is the known reference values,m is the posterior prediction (mean), and n is the number of elements. (Hansen et al., 2016) . In our case, the expected distribution is N ð−150;
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 150 p Þ because N m ¼ 300. In other words, the logðfÞ value should be in the interval of −150 AE 25 to be a likely realization from the posterior distribution N ðm;C M Þ.
The quantitative measures are summarized in Table 1 . The rmsd values and the logðfÞ value underline the visual results from Figure 6 . By including the modeling error in the inversion, rmsd is reduced as much as 40%-50%. The largest improvement is seen in the density prediction, which comply with the visual results that the poorest prediction of m ref is offered for the density. Furthermore, the logðfÞ value for the case of C D ¼ C d reveals that m ref is an very unlikely realization of the posterior distribution N ðm;C M Þ. In other words, the posterior uncertainty does not capture the reference model. By accounting for the modeling error, m ref can become a highly likely realization from that posterior distribution, as shown by the logðfÞ close to −150. By calculating the logðfÞ value for multiple realizations of m ref , it is determined that the result is not dependent on the specific realization used in this inversion (see Appendix C). In summary, the inclusion of the estimated modeling error in the linearized AVO inversion for the smooth prior does offer better predictions and a realistic uncertainty band. Figure 2 (red line) with and without accounting for forward modeling errors. Posterior density (black = high density, white = low density), mean (yellow), and 95% confidence interval (dashed blue line) is shown. Before the inversion, the reference data were added random uncorrelated white noise with a standard deviation five times less than the standard deviation of the Zoeppritz forward response of the reference model; i.e., the S∕N ¼ 5.
Estimate and account for modeling error N23 LARGE-CONTRAST MODEL Figure 7 displays the results from the Bayesian linearized AVO inversion on d obs from the large-contrast realization and the estimated prior distribution described earlier. For the case of neglecting the forward-modeling error (top figure), i.e., C D ¼ C d , the reference model m ref is extremely poorly resolved. The reference model is rarely, if ever, within the 95% confidence interval. This happens despite the posterior distribution having a much lower resolution (higher uncertainty) than for the small-contrast prior inversion in Figure 6 .
At certain depths, the predicted value is in fact opposite of the reference model. The predictions are for example consistently higher than the reference value for all elastic parameters at approximately 2150 ms. The high-prediction anomaly, which indicates a potential zone of interest, turns out to be an artifact from the inversion. The rmsd values in Table 2 show that predicted values are very far from the reference model for all elastic parameters, especially the S-wave velocity. The mismatch between the predicted values and the reference value is partly expected due to the use of the smooth Gaussian prior model to describe the abrupt changes in elastic properties of the subsurface realization. However, when comparing these results with the case of accounting for the modeling error figure) , the wrong prior distribution can only explain a certain amount of the misfit. Accounting for the modeling error does, as for the small-contrast case, significantly improve the visual results and the rmsd values. Many of the major trends do seem to be captured by the posterior model, and the uncertainty bands often contain the reference model. Surprisingly, accounting for the modeling error even catches some of the major peaks in the v P ∕v S ratio. The logðfÞ values are unsurprisingly low for both inversion cases as seen in Table 2 because we are fitting a discrete reference model with a smooth model. However, the large drop in logðfÞ when accounting for the modeling error further emphasizes the above-mentioned points.
DISCUSSION
Many types of inversion of AVO data has been proposed (Simmons and Backus, 1996; Buland and Omre, 2003; Vecken and Da Silva, 2004; Downton, 2005; Rabben et al., 2008; Wilson, 2010; Alemie and Sacchi, 2011; Aune et al., 2013; Grana, 2016) . Usually, the data uncertainty is assumed to be Gaussian with zero mean and a known variance (Rabben et al., 2008; Singleton, 2009; Alemie and Sacchi, 2011; Aune et al., 2013; Grana, 2016) . Sometimes, the modeling errors due to the choice of forward model are also considered as part of the general data uncertainty (e.g., Downton, 2005) .
It has been proposed to account for systematic errors in Bayesian inversion related to "theory errors" (Riedel et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2007) . This is achieved by adding a correlated covariance model describing the modeling uncertainty to the general uncorrelated data uncertainty. This covariance model is obtained using a fixed maximum likelihood estimate (Gerstoft and Mecklenbräuker, 1998) . The shape of the correlated covariance modeling errors is in this case assumed to be proportional to the apparent covariance of the data. Alternatively, the data uncertainty including modeling errors has been added as an unknown parameter in a Bayesian inversion framework (Dosso and Holland, 2006) .
The presented method of quantifying the forward-modeling error presents a straightforward workflow. In a Bayesian framework, a choice of prior must be performed in all circumstances. A sufficiently large sample of prior realizations and the subsequent modeling error can then be simulated to infer a Gaussian model describing the error. This Gaussian model can be added to the observational uncertainties, and the modeling errors are accounted for as long as the likelihood is Gaussian. Although the investigated errors are not strictly Gaussian, the inversion results indicate that the method offers a significant improvement compared with neglecting the error.
The key benefit of the proposed method is therefore that it allows a correct quantification of uncertainty while avoiding over-fitting the data, i.e., avoiding fitting noise. In addition, the proposed method avoids making any assumptions about the shape of the modeling error, other than it needs to be described by a Gaussian model. In comparison with the previously considered approaches by Riedel et al. (2003) and Chen et al. (2007) , this method of quantifying the modeling error is independent of data. The quantification of the modeling error and thus the total data uncertainty can also be described prior to inversion as opposed to inverting for the magnitude of a correlated Gaussian model from data, as proposed by Dosso and Holland (2006) .
Handling significant forward-modeling errors for large reflection angle in Bayesian linearized inversion
The results indicate that the forward-modeling error of applying the Buland and Omre forward is significant for larger reflection angle, especially if the prior model has a large contrast in the elastic parameters. This is not surprising because the Buland and Omre forward model depends on a small contrast approximation. The modeling error posses a real concern for reflection angle ϕ > 20°i f a non-Gaussian prior model is used. For the better case of a Gaussian prior model, our results are in agreement with earlier results suggesting the modeling error is negligible for data sets with ϕ < 30°(e.g., Shuey, 1985; Buland and Omre, 2003) . Modern collection of seismic data allow processed AVO data to have a reflection angle well exceeding 30°. It is not uncommon that inversion is performed for data sets containing reflection angle of up to 50°(e.g., Barclay et al., 2008) .
In practice, when dealing with AVO data with a large reflection angle, (at least) three possible approaches exist. Table 1 . Small-contrast prior inversion. The rmsd calculated using equation 14 for the three elastic parameters v P , v S , and ρ divided by the average value to obtain the relative parameters v P ∕v P , v S ∕v S , ρ∕ρ, and the logf value calculated using equation 15. The values are calculated for both inversion cases (C D C d and C D C d C Tapp1 ) shown in Figure 6 .
rmsd rmsd rmsd One can neglect the possible modeling error of applying an imperfect forward and perform the inversion nonetheless. However, as shown, this strategy leads to significant biases in the posterior distribution compared with the true model. Most concerning is that apparently well-resolved posterior features can in fact, as demonstrated, be due to fitting modeling noise as though it was data. This can have a fatal effect on subsequent decision making. When random noise on the data is sufficiently large (small S/N), the theoretical errors drown in the random noise and the posterior distribution will not be biased significantly from the modeling error. Depending on the subsurface variability, the results in Appendix C suggest that a maximum of S∕N ¼ 0.5 is used, even for a smooth prior model when the Buland and Omre forward is used in Bayesian linearized AVO inversion for the considered model and configuration. Figure 2 (red line) with and without accounting for forward modeling errors. Posterior density (black = high density, white = low density), mean (yellow), and 95% confidence interval (dashed blue line) is shown. Before the inversion, the reference data were added random uncorrelated white noise with a standard deviation five times less than the standard deviation of the Zoeppritz forward response of the reference model; i.e., the S∕N ¼ 5.
Estimate and account for modeling error N25 Downloaded 01/12/18 to 130.225.212.4 . Redistribution subject to SEG license or copyright; see Terms of Use at http://library.seg.org/ Solution 2: Remove larger reflection angle To avoid introducing significant forward-modeling errors, data from larger reflection angle are neglected (Stolt and Weglein, 1985) . Two major issues arise using this strategy. First, seismic data, which are extremely difficult and expensive to acquire, are thrown away. Second, small reflection angles are mostly sensitive to changes in acoustic impedances, whereas larger reflection angles are potentially sensitive to changes in the S-and P-wave velocities (Shuey, 1985) . By throwing away the wide reflection angle, significant information about the v S and v P ∕v S ratio is lost.
Solution 3: Quantify and account for modeling error
Because the effect of the modeling error is significant for S∕N > 0.5, good data with low noise are therefore explicitly an issue; i.e., the better the data, the bigger the biases in the posterior results. It should once again be stressed that these biases occur even in a bestcase scenario with a small-contrast smooth prior. Because the magnitude of the modeling error is higher for the large-contrast prior, one can expect results with even more significant bias. By inferring a Gaussian model directly from a sample of the modeling error as demonstrated here, it has been shown that S/N less than 20 produce reasonable results. If the correlated part is ignored, a S∕N < 2 has been shown to produce reasonable results (Appendix C). However, because the modeling error is correlated to a large degree, it is rather "naive" to only consider it to be uncorrelated. Our results suggest that the correlated part of the modeling contains significant information, which improves the inversion result.
Future work
In this paper, the focus has been on the modeling error related to the use of a linear approximation of Zoeppritz equations, especially the Buland and Omre forward. This is, as mentioned earlier, just one out of many potential uncertainties regarding AVO data. In the presented Bayesian linear inversion scheme, this modeling error is implicit in the scheme and hence unavoidable. It therefore represents a minimum level of modeling error, which is often neglected. The modeling error associated to for example ignoring anisotropy, imperfect NMO correction, or the use of uncertain wavelets (but to name a few significant sources of modeling errors) may very well be larger than the modeling error associated with the use of a linear small-contrast approximation to Zoeppritz equations, as argued by, e.g., Downton (2005) . However, the examples demonstrated that modeling errors of these types can only be ignored when the S/N is less than 0.5, which is rarely the case in practice of marine seismic data.
The presented methodology can be extended to investigate, quantify, and possibly account for the effect of some of the other AVO modeling errors. Therefore, the next logical step would be to investigate and quantify the effect of the aforementioned sources of AVO modeling error. In particular, the modeling error associated with using the convolutional model as supposed to a NMO-corrected shot gather from waveform simulated seismics. The main requirement is that one must be able to provide a statistical description of the source of the modeling error, from which realizations of the modeling error can be computed. In the present case, the modeling error was linked to the subsurface variability. Further, the methodology can be used to quantify and account for modeling errors also in a full nonlinear, non-Gaussian inversion performed using, e.g., the extended metropolis sampler (see, e.g., Zunino et al., 2015) .
A probabilistic Monte Carlo-based sampling strategy would for instance be able to sample the joint posterior distribution for the case of making use of the large-contrast prior (Mosegaard and Tarantola, 1995) .
CONCLUSION
We have simulated and quantified the modeling error related to using a linear approximate solution to Zoeppritz equations. The modeling error depends on the degree of subsurface variability and increases with angle of incidence. The Aki and Richards forward is shown to be less inaccurate than the Buland and Omre small-contrast forward, especially using the average angle as opposed to the incidence angle.
A Gaussian model describing this modeling error is inferred from an obtained sample of the modeling error. Realizations from this distribution resemble and mimic the observed values of the modeling error to a degree, where visual discrimination is difficult. A quantitative analysis reveals that the Gaussian model, while not perfect, provides a good description of the generated sample of the modeling error.
A Gaussian model of the modeling error is trivially accounted for as part of linearized AVO inversion. It has been shown that even small modeling errors from a linear forward model, related to a smooth Gaussian prior, can contribute to significant biases in inversion results. Apparently, well-resolved features in the posterior distributions may be caused by fitting modeling errors. In the case there is little subsurface variability expected (assuming a very smooth Gaussian-type a priori covariance model), our results indicate that the modeling error can be disregarded for the considered setup when the S/N of the AVO data is equal to or less than 0.5. Accounting for the modeling error, through the use of the inferred Gaussian model of modeling errors, improves the inversion results dramatically.
If more subsurface variability is expected, the effect of the modeling errors in inversion is even more severe. Our results indicate that accounting for the modeling error in this case provides a more reasonable prediction of the subsurface properties. Furthermore, it limits the amount of major artifacts in the inversion.
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rmsd rmsd rmsd The mean-modeling error is estimated for each individual point j as
where the mean for the jth data point is the arithmetic mean of all i ¼ 1; : : : ; N realizations from the sample. The mean vector for all data points is then achieved by combining the mean of the individual data points calculated in equation A-2:
The covariance of the modeling error is estimated as 
Tapp ðd e − d Tapp Þ will then be distributed according to a χ 2 -distribution with N d number of degrees of freedom, which for large N d tend to follow a Gaussian distribution Ω ∼ N ðN d ; 2N d Þ (Tarantola, 2005) . This also means that logðfðd e jN ðd Tapp ; C Tapp ÞÞÞ ¼ −0.5Ω, for large N d , will tend to follow a Gaussian distribution N ð−N d ∕2;
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi Hansen et al., 2016) . Specifically, in our example, logðfÞ should follow the Gaussian distribution N ð−550;
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 550 p Þ because N d ¼ 1100. Figure B -1 shows the histograms of logðfðd e jN ðd Tapp1 ; C Tapp1 ÞÞÞ for actual simulated modeling errors (d e;obs ), realizations of N ðd Tapp1 ; C Tapp1 Þ (d e;app1 ) and samples of N ðd Tapp2 ; C Tapp2 Þ (d e;app2 ). The histogram of log(fðd e;app1 Þ) values (dark gray) follows the Gaussian distribution as described above, with a mean approximately −550. This is expected as we are comparing realizations from C Tapp1 with itself.
If the observed modeling error is described perfectly by the estimated Gaussian covariance model, the sample of the observed modeling error (black) would plot on top of the C Tapp1 sample (dark gray) Figure B -1. Log-likelihood values calculated for 1000 realizations of the observed modeling error (black) and the two samples of C Tapp1 (dark gray), C Tapp2 (light gray), respectively. The results are shown for the two types of prior models, (top row) the small-contrast prior distribution and (base row) the large-contrast prior distribution. Notice the logarithmic scale used on the left side plots.
Estimate and account for modeling error N27 in Figure B -1. The histogram of the observed modeling error for the small-contrast prior is left-skewed with values mostly lying at approximately −60 with a tail in the range between −200 and −500. In the large-contrast case, a tail is not present, but the distribution is otherwise similar, with values of approximately −120. Such consistently higher log-likelihood values suggest that the sample values are consistently closer to the mean (zero) value than is expected from a normal distribution. For comparison, the log-likelihood histograms of realizations from the uncorrelated Gaussian model C Tapp2 (light gray) show values exceeding the previous two with several orders of magnitude. Therefore, the uncorrelated Gaussian model C Tapp2 is not a very good description of the actual noise sample, whereas the correlated Gaussian C Tapp1 while not perfect, does a much better job. Figure B -2 shows the 1D marginal distribution of the observed modeling error d e;obs (dashed black) compared with the estimated models below ( Figure B-2a and B-2d) and greater than ϕ ¼ 30°( Figure B-2b and B-2e ) for the two subsurface models. The distribution of d e;app1 (dark gray) and d e;app2 (dotted light gray) shows identical distributions on both histograms because they are both from a Gaussian model with a similar variance. Most noticeable for the larger angles of incidence and for the large-contrast prior distribution in general, Figure B-2b, B-2d, and B-2e demonstrates that the observed modeling error produce a slimmer 1D distribution, with longer tails that cannot be completely described by the Gaussian model. This slight discrepancy to the Gaussian model explains the discrepancy observed in Figure B -1. Figure B-2. (a, b, d , and e) Histogram of modeling error and (c and f) power spectrum shown for three samples consisting of 1000 realizations of the observed modeling errors d e;obs (dashed black), d e;app1 (dark gray), and d e;app2 (light dots), respectively. The histograms and power spectrum are shown for (a-c) the small-contrast prior distribution and (d-f) the large-contrast prior distribution. The histograms of the modeling error are split between angles of incidence above and below ϕ ¼ 30°. The final column shows a normalized frequency spectrum of all angle of incidence traces.
In addition, a power spectral density (power spectrum) is calculated using a fast Fourier transformation on the three samples. The normalized power spectrum for the average of all incidence angles is shown in Figure B-2c and B-2f. Realizations from the estimated Gaussian model d e;app1 show a similar frequency pattern to the observed modeling error d e;obs , in which frequencies at approximately 30 Hz contain the most power. On the contrary, all frequencies, as expected, are equally represented for the sample of the uncorrelated Gaussian model d e;app2 . This result underpins the qualitative result from Figure 5 , where visual discrimination between the observed modeling error and realizations from C Tapp1 is difficult, if not impossible.
APPENDIX C MULTIPLE INVERSION RESULTS
To determine whether the bias found in Figure 6 was an isolated or a more general problem, we repeat the inversion 1000 times, using 1000 different realizations of the small-contrast prior as reference models. The Zoeppritz forward response for each realization is calculated and noise is added, as described previously, to obtain 1000 observed reference AVO data sets.
If the estimated posterior Gaussian probability density adequately describes the solution to the inverse problem, then each of the 1000 reference models should be realistic realizations of the corresponding posterior Gaussian probability. This is quantified using equation 15 for each realization and the corresponding posterior distribution. Figure C-1 shows histograms of the distribution of logðfÞ for pairs of 1000 reference models, and their corresponding Gaussian posterior distributions. Three different noise models (C D ) are used for inverting the data. In the first case (left column), the noise model is equal to the observational uncertainty C D ¼ C d (i.e., modeling errors are ignored). For S∕N ¼ 5, the histogram is not following the expected Gaussian distribution (black line) and the logðfÞ tend to have much lower values. These outliers correspond to reference models that are inconsistent with the posterior distribution. Only a few prior realizations are found within the expected distribution. This confirms the result of heavy biases from the single prior realization in Figure 6 . To avoid biases completely, the results from the likelihood histograms indicate that only S∕N ¼ 1 or less should be used if only the uncorrelated observational uncertainty is used as data uncertainty.
In the second case (the middle column), the data uncertainty consists of the observational uncertainty and the inferred Gaussian model for the modeling error C D ¼ C d þ C Tapp1 . For S∕N ¼ 5, the histogram is shifted to more or less fit inside the expected distribution. By accounting for the modeling error, the bias in results has more or less vanished. This confirms the visual results from Figure 6 . The distribution of logðfÞ in Figure C-1 suggests that by accounting for the modeling error, it is possible to drastically im-prove inversion results in terms of the C D ¼ C d þ C Tapp1 being an accurate quantification of the uncertainty. Even for S∕N ¼ 20, the inversion results indicate that the proposed data uncertainty is a relatively accurate description of the uncertainty.
Finally, the inversion is also performed with data uncertainty C D ¼ C d þ C Tapp2 , i.e., the assumption of uncorrelated modeling errors. The resulting histograms (the right column) show a similar distribution as for using C D ¼ C d . In contrast to the first case, the distribution of logðfÞ generally attains higher values for C D ¼ C d þ C Tapp2 . In practice, this means that adding the uncorrelated Gaussian model, the inversion will provide a posterior distribution inconsistent with the reference model, though not to the same extent as for the observational uncertainties only. To avoid biases in the inversion results, it is here indicated that an S∕N ¼ 2 should not be exceeded. Because C Tapp2 is basically just white noise with differing variance, adding this to data uncertainty is somewhat comparable with just increasing the magnitude of the observational uncertainties. Therefore, the resolution (variance of the posterior) of C D ¼ C d þ C Tapp2 is also lower than for the case of C D ¼ C d . This could explain why the results are generally better because the lowered resolution allows for reference models to be a realistic realization from the inversion result.
At S∕N ¼ 0.5, the observational data noise is large enough such that the distribution of logðfÞ is similar for all three uncertainty Figure C-1. Histograms of log-likelihood values according to equation 15 for a sample of 1000 prior realizations at different S/N levels. The linear Bayesian AVO inversion has been performed for three data uncertainty models
Estimate and account for modeling error N29 models. The effect of the modeling error is therefore insignificant for S∕N <¼ 0.5. This refers to unrealistic amounts of noise on the data and thus to where the resolution of the posterior models is poor. In other words, this demonstrates that the modeling error related to using the linearized Buland and Omre forward for reflection angle up to 50°can only be safely ignored if the S/N is extremely low.
